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FOOD PRODUCTION IN SCHOOLS TRAINING OUTLINE
This module includes the following

videos, and

site-based activity:

TIME
Start: _________ End: _________
Total minutes: ________________

Introduction (3:01)
Planning Meals and Ordering Foods (16:06)
Preparing the Planned Meal (20:59)
The Food Production Record (24:02)
Step into the Production Record

(see separate instructions)

Tools of the Trade (13:36)
Portioning and Serving Foods Accurately (18:03)
Making It Count Demonstrations (14:04)

(This video includes a compilation of

OBJECTIVES
By the end of the session participants will
be able to:
• Discuss the purpose and value of food
production records
• Identify their role in filling out the food
production record
• Correctly use measuring and
serving utensils

the demonstrations from Tools of the Trade and Portioning and Serving Foods Accurately.)
GET READY
1. Record the start time on this form and circulate a sign-in sheet among participants.
2. Distribute necessary handouts for reference throughout the session.
START THE TRAINING - Review the purpose of Making It Count
• Explain how this information fits into their professional development requirements.
• Outline what the participants will be covering during the session.
ASK & DISCUSS - How is preparing and serving foods at home different from what you do
in your school?
INTRODUCE & WATCH VIDEOS - Introduction & Planning Meals and Ordering Foods
Log onto www.makingitcount.info and click Making It Count. Then, go to the Food
Production in Schools landing page, and click on the first video, Introduction. To
progress through the training, click on the NEXT ARROW at the bottom of the page. You
may watch the videos all the way through or pause to review the information.
Point out that these videos cover:
An introduction to food production in schools including planning and purchasing.
ASK & DISCUSS - After watching these videos, refer to the reference materials and ask...
• What do you think food production is?
• What is the role of the menu planner? Who does this in your school?
• What is a Child Nutrition (CN) label?
• What is a product formulation statement?
• What are the three steps to placing orders accurately? Who does this in your school?

KEY WORDS
Dry measure
Factor method
Food production record
HACCP
Liquid measure
Process loss or gain
Product formulation statement
Tare weight
Volume
Volume measure
Yield

PARTICIPANT HANDOUTS
Download from Resources/teaching-tools:
• Key Word Definitions - Food Production
in School
• Review Questions - Food Production
in Schools
• MIC Food Production Record sample
REFERENCE MATERIALS/SUPPLIES
• CN Label
• Standardized recipe sample
• Product formulation statements
• Food production record from your
school
• Kitchen tools reference sheets

This project, School Meals Accountability and Responsibility Training Tools (SMARTTs) has been funded in part with federal
funds from the U.S. Department of Agriculture, Food and Nutrition Services, under this Cooperative Agreement. The contents of
this publication do not necessarily reflect the view or policies of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, nor does mention of trade
names, commercial products, or organizations imply endorsement of the U.S. Government. March 2017
This institution is an equal opportunity provider.
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INTRODUCE & WATCH VIDEO - Preparing the Planned Meal
Point out that this video covers:
• Information about recipes and making changes to recipes
• USDA recipes for schools
• Ways to expand and reduce recipes
ASK & DISCUSS - After watching the video, refer to the keywords and standardized recipe
sample and ask...
• What is a standardized recipe?
• What should be included on a standardized recipe?
• When would the factor method be used?

TEACHING TOOLS
• Tracking Sheet - Food Production
in Schools
• Certificate of Completion - Food
Production in Schools

NOTES

INTRODUCE & WATCH VIDEO - The Food Production Record
Point out that this video covers:
• How everyone contributes to the process
• When and how the food production record should be filled out
• Crediting foods and condiment recipes
ASK & DISCUSS - After watching the video, refer to the sample production record
and ask...
• Why is the food production record important?
• What is your role in filling out the food production record?
• How can the food production record be used to track trends?
• When should the food production record be filled out?
• How is the food production record used to verify the meal is meeting the meal
pattern requirements?
OPTIONAL SITE-BASED ACTIVITY - Step Into the Production Record
Refer to individual site-based instruction sheet for details.
The next section of this module focuses on how to correctly use measuring
and serving utensils.
INTRODUCE & WATCH VIDEO - Tools of the Trade
Point out that this video covers information and demonstrations about:
• Weighing and measuring different types of foods
• Weighing and measuring No. 10 cans
ASK & DISCUSS - After watching the video, refer to key words and your kitchen tools
reference sheets and ask...
• How are solids usually measured? Dry ingredients? Liquids?
• What does “tare weight” mean?
• What is the difference between a liquid and dry measure?
• What are some different types of reference sheets used in your kitchen(s)?
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INTRODUCE & WATCH VIDEO - Portioning and Serving Foods Accurately
Point out that this video covers:
• Information about utensils used to serve foods
• Portioning foods from the recipe
• Pre-portioning foods

NOTES

ASK & DISCUSS - After watching the video ask...
• Why is it important to correctly portion foods?
• Why is it important to use volume-standardized tools and containers to portion foods?
• Why is signage important at self-service areas?
ASK & DISCUSS - To conclude the training ask...
• What questions do you have about food production in schools?
• What is one thing you learned about food production in schools?
How will you use this information?
REVIEW
• Distribute the Review Questions for Food Production in Schools and ask
participants to answer the questions.
• Invite volunteers to share answers and discuss with the group.
WRAP UP
At the end of the session:
• Award a Certificate of Completion to the participants as appropriate.
• Record the end time of your training on this Group Training Guide and the total
training time on the Food Production in Schools Tracking Sheet. If you did not cover
the entire module during the training, you can select and record the time spent on
individual sections.
• File the Tracking Sheet to document professional development for participants.
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